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Changes at ACCM
Professor
Elizabeth
Handsley was elected President of the
Australian
Council
on Children and the
media at the Annual
General Meeting held
on Tuesday 26 October
2010.
Jane Roberts (WA) is the new VicePresident. We are happy to welcome new
Directors, Kym Goodes (Tasmania) and
Marjorie Voss (Queensland) .
Rev Elisabeth Crossman (Qld), Anne Fitzgerald (TAS), Jennifer Cassidy (AEU representative) have resigned from the Board
to take up other roles.
http://www.youngmedia.org.au/aboutus/
board.htm

ACMA confirms Nine and WIN
incorrectly classified program.
The Nine Network and WIN Corporation
will be required to edit or reclassify all future broadcasts of the television series
Dante’s Cove to comply with the provisions
of the MA (Mature Audience) or AV (Adult
Violence) classifications, following enforceable undertakings accepted by the Australian Communications and Media Authority
(ACMA).
An episode of the program broadcast in
December 2009 and a different episode
broadcast in January 2010 were both incorrectly classified as AV. They contained
scenes of sex and nudity considered high
in impact and not suitable for broadcast on
commercial television under the Commercial Television Industry Codes of Practice.
Nine, which has a program supply deal
with WIN, classified both episodes.
According to ACMA Chairman, Chris
Chapman., these incorrect classifications
are of concern because the scenes should
have been easily identified and edited by
Nine’s classifiers.
http://www.acma.gov.au/WEB/STANDARD/pc=PC_312327
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Children lie to join Facebook
According to Jim O’Rourke, writing in The
Age, children as young as 8 are signing up
to Facebook and exposing themselves to
cyber bullying and online predators.
Both police and teachers are warning
parents to be more vigilant when it comes to
their children and Facebook. They say that
a growing number of children are flouting
the Facebook age restrictions and creating
accounts despite the age requirement.
These children have to lie about their age
because users have to be over 13 to create
a Facebook account and many parents are
unaware that this is happening.
Child advocate Robyn Treyvaud said when
she asks a class of year 4s if they have a
Facebook account most put up their hands.
Treyvaud warns that the greatest harms to
children come from the child’s own peer
group, in the form of cyberbullying, and
not from adult predators, although we
should always be mindful of that predators
are a danger.
http://www.theage.com.au/technology/
technology-news/facebook-frenemiesmost-likely-to-hurt-kids-20101002-161vb.
html

TropJr - enter now.
Trop Jr – the world’s largest short film festival for kids, by kids – is inviting young
filmmakers to once more unleash their
creativity on the big screen. Entries for the
junior Tropfest opened on Tuesday 12 October giving filmmakers aged 15 years and
under an opportunity to show off their talents.

The Australian Children’s Television
Foundation (ACTF), the founding Presenting Partner of Trop Jr, is again providing
support to the festival. ABC3, ABC TV’s
dedicated children’s digital channel, is the
Major Media Partner.
Entries close on 6 January and young filmmakers can enter online. To be eligible, they
will have to create a film that is no longer
than seven minutes long that must feature
the Trop Jr Signature Item for 2011 – FAN
- to prove it was made for the festival
http://www.tropjr.com.au

STOP PRESS
Schwarzenegger vs violent games
- latest news
On November 2 the US Supreme Court
began to hear oral arguments in the
case Schwarzenegger v. Entertainment
Merchants Assn, involving a California
law, enacted but never put into effect,
that bans the sale of violent video games
to minors.
The issues at hand include just how deleterious the effects of violence are on the
underage targets of the manufacturers,
and whether First Amendment freedomof-speech rights should override the content of the violent message.
Media violence researchers Professors
Ed Donnerstein, John P Murray and
Dale Kunkel are pictured below in front
of the Supreme Court. John Murray is
our guest editorialist this month, writing
about this case.

Prizes this year include a digital video
camera and educational filmmaking experiences. Trop Jr finalists will have their
short films screened at the Domain in
Sydney ahead of the Movie Extra Tropfest event on Sunday 20 February 2011.
Trop Jr and Tropfest have become major
drawcards for film lovers across the nation,
attracting thousands of fans every year.
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The Terminator vs. Entertainment Merchants
of Death
Our guest editor this month is John P Murray, Ph D,
Research Fellow in Psychology Washington College
and Visiting Scholar, Center on Media and Child
Health Children’s Hospital Boston, Harvard Medical
School
This is an edited version of a letter he wrote to the
Washington Post, 31 October 2010
On November 2 the Supreme Court will
be hearing Oral Arguments in the case of
Schwarzenegger v. Entertainment Merchants
Association arising out of a challenge to a
California law that prohibits the sale or rental of
violent video games to minors. It is ironic that
Governor Schwarzenegger (who is, of course,
known as The Terminator) would be pressing a
case against the video violence industry but it is
to Governor Schwarzenegger’s great credit that
he had the courage to stand up to the bullies of
the video violence groupies. When the violence
industry challenged similar laws in Michigan,
Illinois and Utah the governors backed down in
the face of the legal onslaught.
In support of Governor Schwarzenegger is 50
years of research findings showing the harmful
effects of TV and Video violence on young

NEW BOOK
Children Media and Culture
Maire Messenger Davies
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In my own research on brainmapping and video
violence viewing in 8 to 13 year-old boys and girls
(Media Psychology, 2006) we demonstrated that
there are distinctive patterns of brain activation
which show that children are storing the video
violence in a area of the brain (the posterior
cingulate) that enables the children to recall these
images in a flash, rather like posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) thereby serving as potential
models for aggressive behavior.
So, Tuesday 2 November will be an interesting
day in the Supreme Court and I hope that The
Terminator wins this battle.
John P. Murray, Ph.D.

Mother’s invention.

Asher Moses, writing in The Age, reports that a
mother of four from south-west Sydney could
make a fortune out of a simple Nintendo DS
accessory that she invented to solve an expensive problem. Janene Samuel invented the $20
Gametag after her children kept losing their
Nintendo DS games, costing her close to $100
every time. The product consists of a lanyard
attached to a keyring that holds eight tags,
which are stuck on to the game cartridges.
http://www.theage.com.au/digital-life/games/
aussie-mums-kitchen-table-games-empire20101014-16kmo.html
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viewers. Indeed, a recent
study from the National
Institutes of Health by a
team of psychologists and
neuroscientists under the
direction of Dr. Jordan
Grafman (Social Cognitive
and Affective Neuroscience,
October 18, 2010) showed that repeated exposure
to violent videos caused neurological changes
in adolescents that reduced their emotional
responsiveness to violence and therefore
promotes aggressive attitudes and behavior.

Children’s film making awards.

Childhood and children’s culture are regularly
in the forefront of debates about how society
is changing.. This book addresses continuing
concerns around media and critically examines
the view that technology has dramatically
changed modern children?s lives. It considers
how public anxieties regarding the harmful
influences of the media are heightened at times
of rapid technological change.
The book discusses various genres, including
television and the Internet, children’s books,
fairy tales, children in art, playground games,
and film. Case studies include Disney, Harry
Potter; Teletubbies, Sesame Street, Cbeebies and
The Secret Garden.

At the annual Panasonic Kid Witness News New
Vision Awards held in Sydney on 21 October,
children from Norfolk Village State School,
in Queensland, took away this year’s major
award for primary schools.. Their short film
Environmental Rescue is about a secret band
of native animals that fight against habitat loss.
Kaurna Plains School in South Australia was
awarded the National Secondary School
Award for its film Warraburna Kaurna, a story
commemorating the 30th anniversary of revival
of the Kaurna language.
National winners now enter a regional
competition and then, possibly, the worldwide
competition. All of this year’s winners can
be seen on the Kid Witness News website.
http://www.panasonic.com.au/kwn/winners_
2010.cfm
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
ADVERTISING

Mehta, K; et al (2010)
Australian children’s views about food
advertising on television.
Appetite, Vol. 55, No. 1, Pp49-55
Anschutz, DJ; et al (2010)
Maternal encouragement to be thin
moderates the effect of commercials on
children’s snack food intake.
Appetite, Vol. 55, No. 1, Pp117-123
Kolish, ED & Enright, M (2010)
Food advertising for children.
Health Affairs, Vol. 29, No. 8, (letter)
Kelly, Bridget; et al (2010)
Television food advertising to children:
A global perspective.
American Journal of Public Health, Vol. 100,
No. 9, Pp1730-1736

COMPUTERS & INTERNET

Mitchell, KJ; et al (2010)
Use of social networking sites in
online sex crimes against minors: An
examination of national incidence and
means of utilization.
Journal of Adolescent Health, Vol. 47, No. 2,
Pp183-190
Kim, KS & Kim, KH (2010)
A Prediction model for Internet game
addiction in adolescents: Using a
decision tree analysis.
Journal of Korean Academy of Nursing, Vol.
40, No. 3, Pp378-388
Tiggemann, M & Miller, J(2010)
The Internet and adolescent girls’
weight satisfaction and drive for
thinness.
Sex Roles, Vol. 63, No. 1-2, Pp79-90
Kimber, K & Wyatt-Smith, C (2010)
Secondary students’ online use and
creation of knowledge: Refocusing
priorities for quality assessment and
learning.
Australasian Journal of Educational
Technology, Vol. 26, No. 5, Pp607-625

MEDIA EFFECTS - EDUCATION
Bhatt, Rachana (2010)
The impact of public library use on
reading, television, and academic
outcomes.
Journal of Urban Economics, Vol. 68, No. 2,
Pp148-166
Bellieni, CV; et al (2010)
Distracting effect of TV watching on
children’s reactivity.
Journal of Pediatrics, Vol. 169, No. 9,
Pp1075-1078

Parry, Becky (2010)
Moving stories: Exploring children’s
uses of media in their story telling and
the implications for teaching about
narrative in schools.
English Teaching-Practice and Critique, Vol.
9, No. 1, Pp58-72
Mossle, T; et al (2010)
Media use and school achievement
- boys at risk?.
British Journal of Developmental Psychology,
Vol. 28, No. 3, Pp699-725
Shih, JL; et al (2010)
The influence of collaboration styles
to children’s cognitive performance in
digital problem-solving game “William
Adventure”: A comparative case study.
Computers and Education, Vol. 55, No. 3,
Pp2982-993

MEDIA EFFECTS - HEALTH

Buhi, ER; et al (2010)
Quality and accuracy of sexual health
information Web sites visited by young
people.
Journal of Adolescent Health, Vol. 47, No. 2,
Pp206-208
Shandley, K et al (2010)
An evaluation of ‘Reach Out Central’:
an online gaming program for
supporting the mental health of young
people.
Health Education Research, Vol. 25, No. 4,
Pp563-574
Hinduja, S & Patchin, JW (2010)
Bullying, cyberbullying, and suicide.
Archives of Suicide Rearch, Vol. 14, No. 3,
Pp206-221
Yen, CF; et al (2010)
The relationships between body
mass index and television viewing,
In ter net use and cellular phone
use: The moderating effects of sociodemographic characteristics and
exercise.
Eating Disorders, Vol. 43, No. 6, Pp565-571
Leatherdale, Scott T (2010)
Factors associated with communication-based sedentary behaviors among
youth: Are talking on the phone,
texting, and instant messaging new
sedentary behaviors to be concerned
about?
Journal of Adolescent Health, Vol. 47, No. 3,
Pp315-318

MEDIA EFFECTS - SOCIAL

Coy, Maddy (2010)
Milkshakes, lady lumps and growing
up to want boobies: How the
sexualisation of popular culture limits
girls’ horizons.

Child Abuse Review, Vol. 18, No. 6, Pp372-383

Flood, Michael (2010)
The harms of pornography exposure
among children and young people.
Child Abuse Review, Vol. 18, No. 6, Pp384400
Inyang, I; et al (2010)
A new method to determine laterality of
mobile telephone use in adolescents.
Occupational and Environmental Medicine,
Vol. 67, No. 8, Pp507-512
Barr-Anderson, DJ; et al (2010)
Parental report vesus child perception
of familial support: Which is more
associated with child physical activity
and television use?.
Journal of Physical Activity & Health, Vol. 7,
No. 3, Pp364-368
van Sluijs, EMF; et al (2010)
Behavioural and social correlates of
sedentary time in young people.
British Journal of Sports Medicine, Vol. 44,
No. 10, Pp747-755

VIDEO & COMPUTER GAMES
Partington, Anthony (2010)
Game literacy, gaming cultures and
media education.
English Teaching-Practice and Critique, Vol.
9, No. 1, Pp73-86

Ess, Charles (2010)
The ethics of computer games.
New Media & Society, Vol. 12, No. 5, Pp863865
Swing, EL; et al (2010)
Television and video game exposure
and the development of attention
problems.
Pediatricse, Vol. 126, No. 2, Pp214-221
Krotoski, Aleks (2010)
Serious fun with computer games.
Nature, Vol. 466, No. 7307, Pp695

EVENTS

Little Big Shots 2011
- now open for entries -

Little Big Shots showcases the best
in professional filmmaking for, and by,
children from around the world.
The entry deadline for submitting a film
for consideration as part of the 2011
Little Big Shots program is December
17, 2010.
http://www.littlebigshots.com.au/
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A significant step forward for global efforts
to promote healthy diets was reached on 21
May 2010, during the 63rd World Health
Assembly, when the 193 Member States of
the World Health Organisation endorsed a
set of recommendations on the marketing
of foods and non-alcoholic beverages to
children.
These recommendations were a result of
a comprehensive development process
following the Sixtieth World Health Assembly, when the WHO Member States
requested the WHO Director-General to
promote responsible marketing in order
to reduce the impact of foods high in saturated fats, trans-fatty acids, free sugars, or
salt.

Card no: l__l__l__l__l__l__l__l__l__l__l__l__l__l__l__l__l

Signature: ______________________________

Nothing was off limits to participants in
the project with films including both a day
in the life of a caterpillar and of a resident
of Antarctica.
All the films created will be placed into
an online shared archive that will be
accessible to the public. The final aspect of
the project will be major documentary, set
to be released next year. The documentary
will feature the films the day inspired.
http://www.onedayonearth.org/

Fighting Obesity with online games
A new study has found that online social
gaming, when appropriately designed, can
motivate children to be healthy and fight
childhood obesity.

The 12 recommendations are structured
under five subheadings: rationale, policy
development, policy implementation,
policy monitoring and evaluation, and
research.

The research carried out by Loughborough
University and the Football Association in
the UK, looked at how a website can combat childhood obesity.

Because most of the available data about
marketing to children comes from highincome countries, further research is
recommended, especially related to implementation and evaluation of policies.

The study compared a test group of
schools, who used specifically designed
social media website Footee (http://www.
footee.com/), with a control group, who
had no access to this website, and found
that a well-designed website can stimulate
children to be more active.

http://apps.who.int/gb/ebwha/pdf_files/
WHA63/A63_64Draft-en.pdf

One Day on Earth – A Day to be
Remembered
On October 10th this year thousands of
students, filmmakers and citizens were
invited to participate in ‘One Day on Earth’
and record all the joy, tragedy and conflict
that occurs in just one 24 hour period on
Earth. The day has been held annually
since 2008.

Expiry date: _____

Name on card: _______________________________________

WORLD NEWS
WHO moves on food marketing

$Aus (inc GST)

Physical activity levels were 39.2% higher
in children during the 4 week exposure to
the website in test schools compared to a
only a 14.2% increase exhibited by control
schools. Girl’s attitude towards physical
education classes also improved, with a
34.1% increase in positive responses to the
statement “I look forward to PE”.
http://www.i-newswire.com/onlinescreen-time-can-help-fight/66839

KIDS’ TV
A selection of children’s programs
screened on TV during the period
ABC 1
Lizzie McGuire; How to be Indie; Stoked;
Oggy and the Cockroaches; Arthur;
Wibbly Pig; Chuggington; Sesame
Street; dirtgirlworld; Poko; Play School;
Ben and Holly’s Little Kitchen; Olivia;
CJ the DJ; Edgar and Ellen; Dead
Gorgeous; Dani’s House; BTN.
ABC 2
The Magic Roundabout; Fun with
Claude; Miffy and Friends; Play School;
Animal Mechanics; Humf; Mister Maker;
Little Princess; Connie the Cow; Louie;
Caillou; Finley the Fire Engine; Zoo Mix;
Waybuloo; Dorothy the Dinosaur; Bob
the Builder; Postman Pat.
ABC 3
Total Drama Island; Dex Hamilton: Alien
Entomologist; Escape from Scorpion
Island; Monk; Erky Perky; My Goldfish
is Evil; Pat and Stan; Mortified; Round
the Twist; Blue Water High; My Almost
Famous Family; Bernard; Sail Away;
Backyard Science.
SEVEN
The Fairies; Spit it Out; Phineas and
Ferb; Sally Bollywood; Super Detective;
Saturday Disney.
NINE
Kids’ WB; Ben 10; Dogstar; Lockie;
Sleepover Club; Hi-5; Pyramid.
TEN
Scope; H2O - Just Add Water.
NICKELODEON
Pearlie; The Amanda Show; Sorry, I’ve
Got no Head; Life with Derek; That’s so
Weird; Pop It!; The Wonder Pets; Neds
Declassified; Penguins of Madagascar.
DISNEY CHANNEL
As the Bell rings; Stitch!; Zeke and
Luther;The Replacments; Sonny with a
Chance; Wizards of Waverly Place.

